List of products
stgwood is placed close to the resource: Pine. Eucalyptus, Oak and Chestnut
forests have been growing in the area for years.
The expertise of stgwood team in the wood business makes possible to offer
always good value‐for‐money products and, even more important, to secure
quality according to international standards and customer specifications
The company is a leading exporter of logs and lumber as well as manufactured
wood products in the North of Spain. Products supplied by stgwood are
classified in five categories:

LOGS
LUMBER
SOLID WOOD
ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS
FIREWOOD
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Eucalyptus Globulus
Eucalyptus Globulus is one of the most appreciated wood species for paper
pulp production due to its properties of long and flexible fibre. stgwood
supplies break‐bulk shipments on a regular basis to some of the main paper
mills in the world. Also, the option of Eucalyptus chips can be studied for some
markets.

Pine Logs
Pine forests cover approx. 40% of the total area of the northwest of Spain.
Pinaster or Maritime Pine is the main local specie but also Radiata Pine is
widely available in our area. stgwood supplies Pine Logs to sawmilling
industry, but also huge volumes for chipping, biomass, and paper pulp
industry. The logs are available in different lengths and sorted by diameter. It
is possible to supply it with bark or debarked
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LOGS

Radiata Pine
Radiata Pine is a versatile timber that grows in the Galician forest. stgwood
currently provides a wide range of Radiata Pine products and qualities, from
COL to Mill Run or Industrial Grade. Full lengths, fixed widths or even S4S;
From Kiln Dried to Air Dried or Green lumber. The Company also takes care of
any process required for the forwarding such as NIMF 15.

Pinaster/Maritime Pine
The natural prune of this European Pine allows this specie to offer a high
percentage of knotless timber. It also presents a higher mechanical resistance
than Radiata Pine. stgwood is able to supply this lumber to its customers
under any specification.

Eucalyptus Globulus
It is also known as White Eucalyptus or Tasmanian Oak Eucalyptus Globulus
lumber is durable, hard and resistant. The density is around 800Kg/m3, while
dimensions are restricted to a maximal length of 3100mm and 120mm width.
Planks and blocks provided by stgwood are knot‐free and 100% heartwood.

Chestnut
Chestnut coming from the north of Spain and Portugal is known as Sweet
Chestnut and it is available in a wide range of qualities and sizes. It is a
hardwood which is very much appreciated both for decorative purposes and
constructive applications.
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LUMBER

Pine
Solid Pine is used for flooring, wall panelling and façade building. There are
many reasons for using Solid Pine instead of other species: It offers a natural
look, is affordable and also makes possible to get lighter colours. stgwood
selects and supplies the best Pinaster Pine wood in order to take advantage of
its higher hardness and better durability.

Oak
Oak is a standard for solid wood floorings. Durable, hard and good‐looking, Oak
boards are easy to recognize and their value is widely recognized. stgwood is
placed in a region where Oak has been growing for centuries and therefore is
able to supply oaks blanks for any purpose.

Eucalyptus Globulus
Eucalyptus is an innovative alternative for solid flooring, decking and wood
facade. It is a hardwood, is durable and is also environmentally friendly, as it is
the only hardwood which is fast‐growing. The natural durability of this wood is
so that it can be used outdoor for decking and facades. Stgwood proudly
supplies Quarter Cut planks that are 100% heartwood, knot‐free and with
straight fibre.

Chestnut
Chestnut coming from the north of Spain and Portugal is known as Sweet
Chestnut and it is available in a wide range of qualities and sizes. It is a
hardwood which is very much appreciated both for decorative purposes and
constructive applications.
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SOLID WOOD

Precast Concrete Trays
Made of Pinaster Pine, stgwood trays are suitable and compatible with all the
main brands of production lines of Concrete Blocks. The company currently
exports in different formats and dimensions to customer all over Europe,
Middle East and Asia.

Eucalyptus Globulus Profiles
stgwood profiles are made with the best Eucalyptus Globulus timber. Due to
its high quality, the profiles are mainly used for window carpentry, wood
turning and also for structural purposes. The profile should always have three
lams and its dimensions can be set by the customer.

Pinaster/Maritime Pine Profiles
Profiles are made with clear boards being all the pieces knots‐free. The result
is a wood profile with a light density which is also easy to work with. stgwood
currently supplies this product for furniture and windows carpentry, but it can
also be used for structural purposes.

Eucalytus Globulus Edge Glued Panels
Produced using the best Eucalytus Globulus timber, the Edge Glued Panels
provided by stgwood are high performance boards: hard, resistant and
durable.
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ENGINEERED WOOD PRODCTS

Oak
Oak is probably the best wood to feed a fireplace: the higher calorific power,
the lower emissions of smoke and most easy wood to burn. stgwood collects
oak firewood from old trees to ensure the higher density and supplies wood
pieces with the optimal dimensions and correct moisture content.

Eucalyptus
Due to its high density, Eucalyptus is an alternative to Oak firewood. stgwood
is currently working to produce Eucalyptus firewood with all warranties and
will soon offer this product to its customers.
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